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Abstract. An in-plane elasto-plastic material model and a hygroexpansivity model were applied for paper. The input parameters for both models are fiber orientation and dry solids content. A finite element model was constructed offering possibilities for studying different structural variations of an orthotropic sheet as well as buckling behavior and internal stress situations under through-thickness strain differences. Examples related to the curl and web-fluting phenomena of paper are presented. Both studied cases presented in this paper indicates the usefulness of the hygro-elasto-plastic model in predicting the challenging deformation phenomena of orthotropic paper sheets. The application possibilities of the hygro-elasto-plastic model are diverse, including the investigation into several phenomena and defects appearing in drying, converting and printing process conditions.
1 INTRODUCTION

There are several undesired phenomena that can be considered to be connected to hygroscopic and stress-strain behavior of the paper web or sheet during production processes and in end-use. Examples of such phenomena are the development of shrinkage profiles, loose edges of web, baggy paper web causing possible wrinkling and misregistration in printing, out-of-plane deformations such as cockling, curl and fluting in heatset-web-offset (HSWO) printing process or distortion of shape of product such as sheet or box (see Fig. 1). Natural fibers and their treatments, bonds between fibers and their orientation in the fiber network, additives and manufacturing conditions all affect the sorption based dimensional instability and the mechanical properties of paper or board [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

Several models to predict in-plane mechanical and rheological properties, shrinkage and hygroexpansivity of paper and board have been introduced. Nonlinear elastic models, orthotropic elasto-plastic approaches and viscoelastic models have been used for studying bending, buckling, failure, tensile response, and creep and relaxation behavior of paper sheet, see, for example [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. The formula for the hygroexpansion of paper has been derived from the hygroexpansion of a single fiber and the efficiency of the stress transfer between fibers in [25]. In the reference [26], the traditional theory for linear thermoelasticity was applied to estimate hygroexpansion strains. An orthotropic hypoelastic constitutive model has been proposed for studies of phenomena behind the shrinkage profile [27]. In that model, the total strain including the hygroscopic strain component and the elastic modulus dependent on the moisture ratio are described by an exponential relation. The relation between strain history and tensile stiffness was assumed to be linear, and the model and isotropic inputs were calibrated by laboratory scale experiments. In the reference [28], the measured moisture dependency of material constants was utilized in the nonlinear elastic model to investigate the effect of moisture on mechanical behavior. Some studies on the buckling of paper have been introduced in [12, 29, 30]. Low tension streaks, having longer dimension, appear as buckling to baggy embodiment and may cause runnability problems [31, 32]. Plastic strains caused by moisture streaks or some mechanical unevenness result in uneven tension profiles of the web.

Buckling streakiness i.e. bagginess of paper web has been simulated using hygro-elasto-plastic model (LE-model) introduced in [33]. In the LE-model, the in-plane elasto-plastic constitutive material model and hygroexpansivity model as a function of dry solids content (DSC) and the anisotropy index of fiber orientation are applied for numerical solutions of the finite element method. The use of the anisotropy index parameter instead of the traditional fiber orientation anisotropy simplifies the handling of different directions in the case of anisotropic sheet and, for example, the determination of Hill’s yield surface for the finite element approach is straightforward.

In this study, the LE-model is utilized to simulate results connected to two out-of-plane deformations: curl and fluting. Paper or board curl is the tendency of a flat paper or board sheet to distort and form curved surfaces of cylindrical shape (see Fig. 1). Although the basic cause of curl is simply a deformation variation of paper in its thickness direction, the processes causing the different deformations in different layers are complex and variable [34]. In the references [35] and [34], an analytical equation for sheet curl resulting from the hygroexpansion coefficients and elastic properties of the layers using elastic lamination theory has been derived. In the studies [36], [37] and [38], the hygroscopic out-of-plane deformations using the elastic constitutive model have been presented, while the elasto-plastic model has been applied in [39]. Twisted or diagonal curl modes are usually considered very harmful; an analytical equation is
Figure 1: Examples of out-of-plane deformations of paper: picture of fine paper curl (left) and fluting in a printed area of a HSWO printed product (right).

given by Uesaka, see, for example [40]. In this paper, the LE-model is utilized to study the effect of through-thickness variation of fiber orientation and dry solids content on curl amplitude and mode.

Fluting appears as permanent, regularly spaced waves arising during heatset-web-offset printing process in the running direction of the printing machine and the machine direction (MD) of paper, see Fig. 1. Generally, two stages can be distinguished in the fluting phenomenon: fluting formation and fluting retention. There is, however, no final conclusion of the mechanisms of these two stages. For fluting formation, at least three more or less different explanations have been offered. A phenomenon related to tension wrinkles [41, 42] and differential shrinkage of inked and non-inked areas due to moisture difference [43, 44] are two of the proposed reasons. The occurrence of moisture difference is also confirmed by measurements [45, 46].

Thirdly, small local in-plane moisture content variations have been linked to the formation of fluting [47]. It has been suggested that the ink layer has an effect on the permanency of fluting [41, 43]. However, in [47] it has been estimated that ink stiffening alone cannot explain the amplitudes observed in practice. Based on simulations and experimental study, he suggests that irreversible shrinkage and thermal plastic deformations of paper may be additional mechanisms for fluting to achieve a required retention. Earlier simulation studies concerning the fluting phenomenon are based on elastic material models, see for example [44, 38, 47]. However, when fluting retention and through-thickness moisture gradients are concerned, an elasto-plastic modeling approach could be very convenient, as simulation results of the LE-model presented in this paper indicates.

2 MEASUREMENTS

2.1 Fiber orientation anisotropy

The fiber orientation parameters are measured using the layered fiber orientation method developed by Erkkilä [48, 49, 50]. Adhesive or lamination tape splitting was applied to paper sheet to separate approximately 10 individual layers from a paper sheet. Then the sample layers were placed against a black background, and an image of a suitable area was captured by scanner using reflective illumination. In analyzing the layer images, the aim is to detect the edges of fibers or fiber bundles and to determine their orientations. The detection of edges is based on the computation of image gradients in every image element. For a discrete digital image, the derivatives \( \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \) and \( \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \) can be approximated through a discrete differentiation operator. The operator uses two kernels \( k_x(i, j) \) and \( k_y(i, j) \) that are convolved with the original image \( f(x, y) \) to calculate approximations of the horizontal and vertical derivatives by
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial f(x, y)}{\partial x} & \approx D_x(x, y) = (f \ast k_x)(x, y), \\
\frac{\partial f(x, y)}{\partial y} & \approx D_y(x, y) = (f \ast k_y)(x, y),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \ast \) denotes the 2-dimensional convolution operation. The coefficients of the kernels used are based on the principle of binomial filter design [50]. The magnitude (length) \( |\nabla f(x, y)| \) and direction \( \theta_f(x, y) \) of gradient vectors at each local image point are calculated by applying Eqs. (3) and (4)

\[
|\nabla f(x, y)| = \sqrt{D_x^2 + D_y^2},
\]

\[
\theta_f(x, y) = \tan^{-1} \frac{D_y}{D_x}.
\]

The magnitude of gradient vector is directly related to the probability that the part of the image examined represents the edge of the fiber. At the fiber edge, the direction of the gradient corresponds to the direction normal to that segment of fiber edge. The discrete orientation distribution is then formed as a weighted probability density function of the local orientations \( P(\theta_f) \), where the weighting factor is the gradient magnitude \( |\nabla f(x, y)| \). The direction histogram is

\[
P(\theta_f) = \frac{\sum_{x,y} |\nabla f(x, y)| \delta_{\theta_f(x,y), \theta_f}}{\sum_{x,y} |\nabla f(x, y)|}
\]

where \( \delta_{\theta_f(x,y), \theta_f} \) is Kronecker’s delta function and \( \{\theta_f, \theta_f \in Z : 0 \leq \theta_f, \theta_f < 360\} \). The main direction of the orientation (orientation angle) \( \theta \) is defined as the deviation of the longer symmetry axis from the machine direction. The anisotropy of the fiber orientation distribution \( \xi \) is defined as a ratio of the maximum distribution value \( P(\theta) \) and the value in the perpendicular direction to the maximum value \( P(\theta + 90) \). Examples of the layer image, the gradient magnitude, and the direction histogram are presented in Fig. 2.

### 2.2 Hygroexpansion coefficient measurements

A mixture of two pulps containing 71% thermomechanical pulp and 29% bleached softwood draft pulp was used in this study. The oriented laboratory sheets were formed using a dynamic sheet former with the target basis weight 65 g/m². The sheets were wet-pressed according to ISO5269-1:2005, and then were either air-dried freely or under restraint in standard atmosphere conditions (23 Celsius, 50% RH). The procedure for the hygroexpansivity measurements followed the general guidelines stated in ISO 8226-1:1994 for maximum relative humidity up to 68%. According to ISO 8226-1:1994, the hygroexpansive strain \( X \) is

\[
X = \frac{l_{66} - l_{33}}{l_{50}} \times 100\%
\]

where \( l \) is the length in the specific RH% indicated by the subscript. However, the hygroexpansion coefficient \( \beta (\%/\%) \), defined as

\[
\beta = \frac{X}{\Delta M}
\]

where \( \Delta M (\%) \) is the moisture content change, was used in this study. At least seven parallel samples were measured in each anisotropy level. The same image analysis based method
was also applied to determine the drying shrinkage of freely dried samples as a percent relative in-plane dimensional change (%) during drying. Sheet forming and measurements of hygroexpansivity as well as drying shrinkage are described in detail in [51].

2.3 Stress-strain tests

The fine paper samples with three different fiber orientation anisotropy levels were produced by pilot machine. The measured averaged anisotropy values of the studied samples was 1.20, 1.51 and 2.02. The dry solids contents varied from 53% to 56% at the initial stage. The basis weight of samples was from 77 g/m² to 80 g/m². The stress-strain curves were measured from paper strips (width 20 mm) with a span length of 180 mm. Strips were cut from the long side along four different in-plane directions $\gamma$: 0, 45, 70 and 90 degrees in relation to cross direction (CD) perpendicular to MD. The samples were dried in a tensile test machine to five target DSC levels: 55%, 65%, 75%, 85% and 95%. However, the measured DSC values during each measurement were read and used in studies instead of the target DSC values. Drying shrinkage was prevented in the loading direction. The tensile stress caused by restrained shrinkage was, however, released by unloading a tensile test specimen before the load-elongation measurement was started. Three repetitions of measurements on each anisotropy, cutting direction and dry solids content combinations were performed. A description of the measuring method is presented in reference [39]. In this study, the parallel results were used as individual test points so that the total amount of data in the fitting procedure was 180 individual stress-strain curves.
Table 1: The fitting parameters of Eq. (10) for the yield stress $\sigma_y$, the yield strain $\varepsilon_y$ and the hardening constant $H$ [33].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$A_1$</th>
<th>$A_2$</th>
<th>$A_3$</th>
<th>$n$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_y$</td>
<td>-5.9030 (Pa$^n$)</td>
<td>3.1959 (Pa$^n$)</td>
<td>18.3077 (Pa$^n$)</td>
<td>0.1760 (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon_y$</td>
<td>380.4181 (-)</td>
<td>14.3408 (-)</td>
<td>-269.8327 (-)</td>
<td>-0.7720 (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>-0.6021 (Pa$^{2n}$)</td>
<td>4.0423 (Pa$^{2n}$)</td>
<td>11.3795 (Pa$^{2n}$)</td>
<td>0.0715 (-)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 MODELS FOR MATERIAL BEHAVIOR

Material behavior under external and internal tensions and dry solids content changes are described by elasto-plastic material model and the hygroexpansivity model. Elasto-plastic material model is based on the curve fittings presented in [52] where equation

$$\sigma = \begin{cases} 
\frac{E\varepsilon}{1 + \frac{H}{AE} + \sqrt{H \left(\frac{H}{AE} + \varepsilon - \varepsilon_y\right)}} & \text{if } \varepsilon \leq \varepsilon_y \\
\frac{1 - \xi^2}{\xi + \tan^2 \gamma/\xi} + \xi & \text{if } \varepsilon > \varepsilon_y
\end{cases}
$$

was found suitable for describing all the uniaxial stress-strain relationships considered. In Eq. (8), $\sigma$ and $\varepsilon$ are the stress and strain, respectively; the dry solids content $R_{sc} = [0, 1]$ and the anisotropy index $\phi$ dependent fitting parameters are the elastic modulus $E$, the yield strain $\varepsilon_y$ and the hardening constant $H$. The anisotropy index $\phi$ is defined as [52]

$$\phi = \sqrt{1 - \xi^2/\xi + \xi}
$$

where $\xi$ is the fiber orientation anisotropy and $\gamma$ is the angle from the minor axis of the fiber orientation distribution [52]. The material model was constructed by fitting the equation [33]

$$P = (A_1 + A_2 \phi + A_3 R_{sc})^{1/n} \quad P = \{\sigma_y, \varepsilon_y, H\}
$$

for the dry solids content and the anisotropy index dependence. In Eq. (10), the parameters $A_1$, $A_2$, $A_3$ and $n$ are the fitting constants, see Table 1.

The hygroexpansivity model is based on the measurements and fitting procedures presented in [53] and [33]. The hygroexpansion coefficients $\beta$ for every in-plane direction are defined by the equation

$$\beta = \frac{k\phi^v}{R_{sc}^2} \exp \left(\frac{k\phi^v}{-a k\phi^v + b \left(1 - \exp \left(-100 k\phi^v/a\right)\right)} \left(\frac{1}{R_{sc}} - 1\right)\right)
$$

where the fitting parameters have values $k = 0.0439$, $v = -0.9015$, $a = 2.5054$ and $b = 0.0250$ [33].

In the continuum mechanical model, plane stress is assumed and the yield surface is described by the Hill’s yield function [54]. When the Hoffman’s approximation is used as in [39] the yield surface has the form

$$f(\sigma) = \sqrt{\sigma_1^2 - \sigma_1 \sigma_2 + \frac{(\sigma_{v,1})^2}{(\sigma_{y,2})^2} (\sigma_2^2 - \sigma_{12}^2) + \frac{2\sigma_{v,1}}{\sigma_{y,45}^v} \sigma_{12}^2}
$$
where $\sigma_1$, $\sigma_2$ and $\sigma_{12}$ are the stress tensor components and $\sigma_{y1}$, $\sigma_{y2}$ and $\sigma_{y45^\circ}$ are the yield stresses in the main direction, cross direction and the direction deviating $45^\circ$ degrees from the main direction, respectively. The elastic modulus is defined for directions 1, 2 and $45^\circ$ by the yield stresses $\sigma_{yi}$ and the yield strains $\varepsilon_{yi}$ as

$$E_i = \frac{\sigma_{yi}}{\varepsilon_{yi}}. \quad (13)$$

The direction is specified by the subscript $i$. The in-plane yield stress and yield strain parameters are defined by Eq. (10) and the shear modulus is approximated by the equation [55]

$$G_{12} = \frac{1}{(\frac{4}{E_{45^\circ}} - \frac{1}{E_1} - \frac{1}{E_2} - \frac{2\mu_{12}}{E_1})}. \quad (14)$$

where $\nu_{12}$ is the Poisson ratio defined as

$$\nu_{12} = (0.015 \times (1 - R_{sc}) + 0.15) \times \phi_i. \quad (15)$$

In Eq. (15), $\phi_i$ is the anisotropy index of the main direction. The dependence of $\nu_{12}$ on the anisotropy index and dry solids content is roughly based on the results presented in [28] and by Maxwell relation the Poisson ratio $\nu_{21}$ is defined as $\nu_{21} = \nu_{12} E_2 / E_1$.

4 NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND SAMPLE SETUP

Finite element method (FEM) was used to obtain the numerical solutions. Simulations were performed by the commercial software ABAQUS/Standard using shell element S4R with composite structure, see [56]. Two different phenomena were considered: fluting and curl of paper. The element size and thickness of the simulated sample are given in Fig. 3. In both cases, one element is used in the thickness direction of the sample. In the fluting simulations, the element was divided in the thickness direction into 7 layers with equal thicknesses, whereas in the curl simulations, the element was divided into 10 layers. The in-plane layouts used in the simulations are shown in Fig. 4. Automatic incrementation control and volume-proportional damping were utilized to obtain the numerical solutions [56]. For the fluting and curl simulations the damping factors $10^{-8}$ and $10^{-12}$ were used, respectively.
4.1 Curl simulations

The through-thickness variation of the fiber orientation of the samples is presented in Fig. 5. The initial DSC was 85% throughout the sample. In step 1, MD tension 200 N/m was applied via borders 1 and 3 and the following boundary conditions were applied:

- Boundary condition 1: Out-of-plane displacement \( u_3 \) was restrained in all nodes.

- Boundary condition 2: In the middle node (not located into geometrical middle point, see Fig. 4) all displacements and rotations were restrained.

In step 2, the DSC profile were applied to the sample. Different DSC profiles used in step 2 are presented in Fig. 6. In step 3, the whole sample was dried into DSC 95%. In step 4, the external tension was removed and in step 5, the boundary condition 1 was removed.

4.2 Fluting simulations

In the fluting simulations, a homogeneous strongly MD-orientated sample \( (\theta = 0, \xi = 4) \) was used. The initial DSC was 96% throughout the sample. In the following, the displacements and the rotations are marked as \( u_1 \) (coincides with the MD when \( \theta = 0 \)), \( u_2 \) (coincides with the CD when \( \theta = 0 \)), \( u_3 \) and \( \omega r_1, \omega r_2, \omega r_3 \), respectively, see [56]. The boundary conditions were defined as (see Fig. 4):

- Out-of-plane displacement \( u_3 \) was restrained in the borders 1, 2, 3 and 4.

- The rotation \( \omega r_1 \) was restrained in the borders 2 and 4.

- The rotation \( \omega r_2 \) was restrained in the borders 1 and 3.

- In the middle node the displacements \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) and rotation \( \omega r_3 \) were restrained.
In step 1, the DSC profile (see Fig. 7) was applied to the printed area and the through-thickness symmetry was nullified by setting the out-of-plane directional force with value $10^{-3}$ N to the node located at position MD = 190.5 mm, CD = 42 mm. In step 2, this force was removed. In step 3, MD tension 400 N/m was applied via borders 1 and 3 and in step 4, the DSC profile applied to the printed area in step 1 was replaced by the initial dry solids content 96%. The simulations were ended by step 5 where the external tension was removed from borders 1 and 3.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Curl may have different modes: curl toward surface 1 or surface 2 and cylindrical shape main axis along MD (MD curl), along CD (CD curl) or to some other angle (diagonal curl).
The simulated curl of samples 1 and 2 with all DSC profiles A-I is presented in Figs. 8 and 9. With flat drying profile E, the curl amplitude of both samples is minor, because of fairly symmetrical anisotropy profile between sides of the samples. When drying includes profiles D or F no significant change in curl can be detected. This indicates that no plastic strains either at surface 1 or 2 have been induced. However, higher gradient in DSC profiles (A-C and G-I) generates plastic strains that change the curl. Generally, paper curls toward the surface dried last [9], i.e. dryings using DSC profiles A, B and C turn curl more toward surface 1 and DSC profiles G, H, I toward surface 2. The equivalency of strain at both sides of samples can be adjusted by drying two-sidedness. However, near the equivalent strain condition, the sample is at risk to manifest diagonal or CD mode of curl. Diagonal and CD curl are harmful modes of curl in many applications and there have been attempts to control this by adjusting the two-sidedness of orientation angle. Obviously, zero orientation angles at both sides of samples would provide the best results, but even when there is only minor orientation angle two-sidedness, as in sample 2, there is no guarantee of maintaining MD curl mode at every drying profile. The clearest example of this phenomenon can be observed in tests carried out in single-sided and double-sided printing by either side toward heated roller of the copier or printer, see, for example [57].

Out-of-plane deformations of steps 3, 4 and 5 of fluting simulation with DSC profile L are presented in Fig. 10. Corresponding plastic deformations in MD and CD at step 5 are presented in Fig. 11. Due to the higher moisture content the printed area expands according to the hygroexpansion tendency. The tension and dryer unprinted areas constrain the printed area in CD and force it to buckle to a wavy form. The strong waviness at the printed area in step 3 can generate plastic strain especially to concave positions of waves. The leveling of the moisture difference in step 4 does not remove the plastic deformations formed already and permanent wavy deformations are produced to the sample. A higher moisture difference between printed and unprinted areas and unevenness of the moisture content profile increase severity of fluting waviness, see Fig. 12. The wavelength of simulated fluting is around 20 mm (see Fig. 12), which fit into the range of typically observed fluting wavelength approximately between 5 and 30 mm, see, for example [58]. However, the wavelength is dependent on boundary conditions, sample and element size, disturbances, etc.
Figure 8: Simulated curl of sample 1.
Figure 9: Simulated curl of sample 2.
Figure 10: Simulated fluting with DSC profile L. In step 3 (left) both the external tension and the DSC profile are valid. In step 4 (middle) the DSC profile is removed and in step 5 (right) also the external tension is nullified.

Figure 11: Plastic CD (top) and MD (bottom) strains for the layers: Surface 1 (left), Middle (middle) and Surface 2 (right). Simulations were performed with DSC profile L.

Figure 12: Cross-sections of the simulated fluting from the middle (MD = 150 mm) of the sample.
6 CONCLUSIONS

There are several undesired phenomena that can be considered to be connected to hygroscopic and stress-strain behavior of paper web or sheet during production processes and in end-use. Out-of-plane deformation defects such as curl and fluting in heatset-web-offset printing have been studied widely by different experimental and modeling approaches, but there are still features left unknown.

The objective of this work was to apply a hygro-elasto-plastic model to the out-of-plane deformation phenomenon corresponding to copy curl and HSWO fluting conditions. In both cases, the simulations predict the behavior of hygroscopic orthotropic sheet under moisture change during different external in-plane stretch or stress conditions. The model includes two experimental models: elasto-plastic material model and hygroexpansivity model. In both models, the structural properties of the sheet are described by fiber orientation probability distribution, and both models are functions of the dry solids content and fiber orientation anisotropy index. The anisotropy index simplifies the procedure of determining the constitutive parameters of the material model and hygroexpansion coefficients in different directions of an anisotropic sheet. For studies of the combined and more complicated effects of hygro-elasto-plastic behavior, these two models were implemented in a finite element program for numerical solution.

The behavior of two orientated structures was simulated using different z-directional DSC profiles. The plastic strains were generated at least 8% and higher differences between surfaces in DSC profiles. It has been noticed that DSC differences between surfaces of paper can reach over 10% in a paper machine drying [59, 60]. The equivalency of strain at both sides of samples can be adjusted by drying two-sidedness. This is a practically utilized method to control curl amplitude, but has not been predicted by simulation before. Near the equivalent strain condition, however, the sample is at risk to manifest diagonal or CD mode of curl. Results also predict phenomena that are commonly observed in copier printing tests.

Although the generation of HSWO fluting have been successfully predicted by modeling, the mechanisms behind permanency of HSWO fluting has been a demanding task to solve. The presented elasto-plastic model indicated that permanent waviness/fluting can be generated with elasto-plastic model simulations. Both studied cases presented in this paper, together with earlier studies at [33], proved the usefulness of the model in predicting the challenging deformation phenomena of orthotropic paper sheets.
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